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Abstract
A method for parametrizing, from first principles density functional theory calculations, a
model of the interactions between the ions in an ionic liquid and a metallic (electrode) surface is
described. The interaction model includes the induction of dipoles on the ions of the liquid by
their mutual interaction and the interaction with the electrode surface as well as the polarization
of the metal by the ionic charges and dipoles (‘image’ interactions). The method is used to
obtain a suitable interaction model for a system consisting of a LiCl liquid electrolyte and a
solid aluminium electrode. The model is then used in simulations of this system for various
values of the electrical potential applied to the electrode. The evolution of the liquid structure at
the electrochemical interface with applied potential is followed and the capacitance of the
electrochemical interface is measured. The electrolyte is found to exhibit a potential-driven
phase transition which involves the commensurate ordering of the electrolyte ions with the
electrode surface; this leads to a maximum in the differential capacitance as a function of
applied potential. Away from the phase transition the capacitance was found to be independent
of the applied potential.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

The properties of an ionic liquid close to an interface
are determined by a competition between short-range and
Coulombic interactions. A particularly significant situation
occurs at the interface with a solid electrode, where the changes
in structural and dynamical properties, relative to the bulk,
can have a substantial effect on the rates of electrochemical
reactions. In this case, in addition to the interactions
between the ions themselves, the packing of the ions against
the solid surface plays an important role and the electrical
potential of the electrode may shift the relative energies of
cations and anions. Furthermore, especially for metallic
electrodes, the ionic charges will polarize the electrode, giving
rise to additional so-called image charge interactions. The
conventional description of the electrochemical interface, as
used in solution electrochemistry, is based upon the mean-
field concepts of Gouy and Chapman and leads to the concept
of an electrical double-layer. It is now well recognized that
such descriptions are not appropriate for the strong interactions
which occur in an ionic liquid and that the local structure and

the behaviour of the electrical potentials close to the electrode
are qualitatively different to double-layer expectations [1–6].

In order to allow an examination by computer simulation
of the altered liquid properties close to the metallic
electrode/ionic liquid interface we recently introduced a way
of representing a system consisting of a fluid confined between
a pair of model metallic electrodes maintained at a controlled
electrical potential difference [3]. The system is periodically
replicated in the plane parallel to the electrodes. The metallic,
constant potential condition is attained by minimizing a
suitable energy function with respect to variable charges on the
electrode atoms, following a procedure suggested by Siepmann
and Sprik in a different context [7]. These atomic charges also
respond to the potentials caused by the charges on the ions in
the fluid, giving rise to image–charge interactions. The system
is a direct realization of the models of the electrochemical
interface appearing in text books and the properties of the fluid
can be extracted by applying normal statistical mechanical
ideas to the molecular dynamics trajectories. It has been
used to study the interfacial structure [3] and to model
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Figure 1. A rendering of the tetragonal distribution of MLWFs (the small black spheres denote the centres of the MLWFs) around each Cl−
ion. The Cl− ions are coloured white, the Li+ ions grey, and the wall atoms black. Snapshot obtained with the VMD program [23].

electrochemical charge-transfer involving redox-active ions for
aqueous solutions and ionic liquids (molten salts) [8, 9].

In the most recent work on inorganic molten salts, the
interactions between the ions are described by polarizable
interaction potentials which are parametrized on the basis of
ab initio electronic structure calculations [10]. Such potentials
have been shown to reproduce bulk structural, thermodynamic
and transport properties extremely well [11, 12]; they are
predictive in the sense that no empirical information is used in
their construction and highly transferable from pure materials
to mixtures. The potentials are constructed by a generalized
‘force-matching’ method. A suitable condensed-phase ionic
configuration is taken from a molecular dynamics simulation
using some approximate force field for the material of interest.
Typically a hundred ions would be used in periodic boundary
conditions. The configuration is then input to a planewave
DFT electronic structure program and an energy minimization
carried out to find the ground-state electronic structure. From
the results of this calculation the force and dipole moment
on each ion is obtained, the latter by making use of the
transformation of the Kohn–Sham orbitals to a maximally
localized Wannier function (MLWF) set. The parameters
in the polarizable potential are then optimized by matching
the dipoles and forces from the potential on the same ionic
configuration to the ab initio values [13]. If necessary
the process may be iterated, by using the fitted potential
to generate a new ionic configuration to input to the ab
initio calculation. The resulting potentials may be used in
much larger scale MD simulations to obtain the physical
properties of interest [14, 15]. Implementing such potentials
in the electrochemical interface simulations has required the
generalization of the previous work to allow the treatment
of the interactions between the induced ionic dipoles and the
variable charges on the electrode atoms [16].

In this paper we will demonstrate the feasibility of a
third step towards realistic simulations of the electrochemical
interface in ionic liquids. We will show how the force-
matching procedure may be further extended to allow the
interactions between the ions of the liquid and the atoms of
the metallic electrode to be parametrized from first principles.
We will then describe simulations of a system consisting
of aluminium metal electrodes and the molten salt LiCl in
which all interaction potentials have been obtained on a first

principles basis5. The simulations were run for several values
of the applied electrical potential and the evolution of the
structure of the melt close to the interface with changing
potential was monitored. The results have been used to
calculate the potential dependence of the capacitance of the
interfacial region which is, in principle, measurable. These
results will be compared with the predictions of beyond-mean-
field treatments of the interfacial structure.

2. Parametrization of the electrode–ion interaction
potentials

The classical simulations, on which the comparisons with the
ab initio calculations will be made, involve a cell consisting
of 64 Cl− ions and 64 Li+ ions, at a density corresponding
to the melt at 1200 K, sandwiched between a representation
of two parallel slabs of Al. The whole system is periodic in
two dimensions and figure 1 illustrates one configuration. The
Al slabs consisted of three fixed atomic layers, arranged in an
fcc geometry, with an interatomic separation equal to 2.01 Å.
The x and y dimensions of the cell were both 12.07 Å, and
the distance between the atoms in the two outermost layers
(i.e. the length of the liquid region) was 21.07 Å. Each atom in
the slab interacts with the ions of the liquid via a pair potential
and, in addition, carries a variable charge which responds to the
local electrical potential due to all the charges and ionic dipoles
in the system. A metallic response condition is imposed on
these charges by requiring that, at each timestep of the MD
simulation, they minimize a functional which ensures that the
electrical potential at each atom inside the slab is constant. The
atomic charges themselves contribute to the Coulombic forces
on the ions in the melt and to the electric fields which induce
dipoles on them. The full details of this procedure, which
involves a significant extension of that described in [3], are
given in [16]. Note that all electrostatic interactions (including
dipoles) are treated with a 2d Ewald sum. In these works we
have checked that three atomic layers of Al are sufficient to

5 In reality an Al electrode would melt at the melting temperature of LiCl;
this does not happen in our simulations because we do not allow the Al atoms
to move. This unphysical system allows us to perform the electronic structure
calculations relatively easily because of the small number of valence electrons.
A closely related but more realistic system, within the scope of the methods we
describe here, would be the LiCl/KCl eutectic mixture with an Al electrode.
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reproduce the image–charge effects as predicted by continuum
electrostatics for the interaction of point charges with ideally
polarizable metallic surfaces [3].

In the initial simulation, to generate a starting configura-
tion for a subsequent ab initio calculation, the ions interact with
each other via the polarizable potentials described in [12]. The
short-range (non-Coulombic) interactions of the ions of the
melt with the atoms of the wall were approximated by treating
the atoms as if they were additional Cl− ions [3]. The simula-
tion was initiated by taking a configuration from a run on bulk
LiCl and surrounding it with the Al slabs. It was then run for
about 10 ps at 1200 K to allow relaxation of the ionic positions.
In order to transfer the atomic coordinates from our 2d periodic
system bounded by two 3-layer slabs into a 3d periodic ab ini-
tio code we had arranged the atomic positions in each slab so
that when periodicity is introduced in the z-direction, with the
appropriate repeat distance, the two 3-layer slabs would join to
form a single 6-layer slab of fcc aluminium which, by virtue
of the periodic boundary conditions, forms two interfaces with
the liquid layer.

We then conducted a short ab initio MD run from this
starting configuration (which contains 108 Al, 64 Li and 64
Cl atoms) using the CPMD code [17]. The calculations were
performed using the PBE exchange–correlation potentials [18]
and the Troullier–Martins pseudopotentials [19]. We note that
the ability of such a description of the electronic structure to
represent the interactions between molecules and ions and a
metallic surface has recently been examined by Fernández-
Torre et al [20]. The 3s2 and 3p5 electrons are included in
the valence set for each Cl atom whilst those in the first and
second shells are pseudized; all three electrons of each Li atom
are explicitly included in the valence set; and the 3s2 and 3p1

electrons are included for each Al atom with those in the first
two shells pseudized. The planewave cutoff (a kinetic energy
cutoff of 952.37 eV on a 128×128×384 grid) is considerably
larger than would normally be used in order to ensure a high
degree of convergence of the forces with respect to basis set
size.

The final ionic configuration and the associated wavefunc-
tion were then retained for analysis. Following Aguado et al
[10] a Wannier transformation of the Kohn–Sham eigenvectors
was applied,

wn(r) =
J∑

m=1

Unm|φm〉, (1)

where the sum runs over all the Kohn–Sham states φi , and
the unitary matrix U was determined by iterative minimization
of the Wannier function spread. The Wannier function centre
positions were computed through [21, 22]

rα
n = −

3∑

m=1

Mnm

bm
� ln[U † K (m)U ]nm, α = x, y, z (2)

where Mnm = (bn ·um) b−1
n is the normalized projection of the

nth reciprocal lattice vector on the mth Cartesian vector, and

K (m)
i j = 〈φi |e−ibm ·r|φ j〉. (3)

Figure 1 illustrates for one configuration of this system the
positions of MLWFs which lie close to the Cl nuclei. It can

be seen that 4 MLWFs (each containing two electrons) are
associated with each Cl in a roughly tetrahedral geometry,
and a single very tightly localized MLWF is associated with
each Li—so the electronic density distribution in the melt is
consistent with an ionic picture. It is then straightforward to
calculate a dipole moment associated with each ion I using

μI
α = −2

∑

n∈I

rn,α + Z I RI,α (4)

where the sum runs over those MLWFs which are in the
vicinity of ion I , and Z I is the charge of the pseudopotential
core at the position RI .

The output of this run was a set of ionic positions,
forces and dipole moments to be used in a force-matching
process to determine the short-range, non-Coulombic aspects
of the interactions between the ions of the melt and the atoms
of the walls. We assume that the 6-atom slab in the ab
initio calculations is sufficiently thick that the two aluminium
surfaces behave independently as regards the Coulombic
(image–charge) interactions with the ions in the melt; that
is, that each behaves as the surface of a semi-infinite slab of
ideally polarizable metal. From this assumption we can extract
information on the short-range contributions to the forces and
dipoles which may be used in the 2d ‘classical’ calculations.

2.1. Representation of the ion–electrode polarization
interactions

We envision that, in the systems of interest, there is no charge-
transfer between the metallic slabs and the ions of the melt.
The coulomb and polarization interactions involving the ions
of the melt and the atoms of the electrode slabs are represented
by the potential

V =
∑

i=1,N

∑

j=1,M

(zi T
0

i j q j + µi · T1
i j q j + Fsr

i j ·µi)

+ VMM({ri=1,N }, {µi=1,N })
+ VEE{q j=1,M} + V self

M ({µi=1,N }) + V self
E ({q j=1,M}), (5)

where the terms within the explicit double sum represent the
interactions between the electrode atoms, which carry the
variable charges q j , and the (fixed) charges zi and (variable)
dipoles {µi=1,N } of the melt ions, with i referring to a melt
ion and j to an electrode atom. The interaction tensors
T 0

i j and T1
i j are the normal charge–charge and charge–dipole

interaction tensors to be evaluated in 2d periodic boundary
conditions by the Ewald method. In addition to these
electrostatic interactions we include in the potential a short-
range contribution to the induction of dipoles on the melt ions,
represented by the term Fsr

i j · µi , which we will discuss in
more detail below. In addition to these melt-electrode terms
the total potential includes interactions between the charges
and dipoles of the melt ions themselves, represented by the
term VMM, and the coulomb interactions between the charges
of the electrode atoms, VEE [3]. Finally, the potential involves
two ‘self-energy’ terms V self

M ({µi=1,N }) and V self
E ({q j=1,M})

which include the energy involved in developing dipoles on
the melt ions and charges on the electrode atoms. The
simulations work by requiring that at each configuration the

3
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Figure 2. The difference between the dipoles on the chlorine atoms
and those obtained from the ab initio calculations is indicated for all
three x , y, and z coordinates from several configurations of the
training set. Blue (dark) line: no short-range term included in V , red
(light) line: short-range term Fsr

i j ·µi included in V . The inclusion of
this term only affects the z component of the dipole on the chlorine
atoms situated at the interface.

total potential V is simultaneously minimized with respect to
all the dipoles and charges; this is achieved by a conjugate-
gradient procedure. These optimum dipoles and charges may
then be used to calculate forces on the ions by invoking the
Hellmann–Feynman theorem, in an analogous manner to the
way the electronic degrees of freedom are treated in a Car–
Parrinello simulation.

That there is a dipole moment induced on ions close to a
metallic surface due to short-range interactions associated with
the overlap of the electron densities of metal and ion is known
from surface science and aqueous solution electrochemistry
measurements [24]. The necessity for such a term in our
context is illustrated in figure 2, where we show the difference
between the ab initio values for the dipoles on the melt ions
with those evaluated from the classical simulation for the same
ionic configuration with and without the short-range term,
Fsr

i j · µi , included in V . In this comparison VMM contains
the polarization contributions to the melt–melt interaction
potential which have been previously optimized (by force-
matching on the basis of similar ab initio calculations) for bulk
LiCl [12]. For the polarizabilities of the Cl− ions, which enter
V self

M ({µi=1,N }), we use a value of 20.0 au, itself determined
in condensed-phase electronic structure calculations [25]. The
figure illustrates the differences in the components of the dipole
moments on each Cl− ion in the simulation (versus the ion
label) taken from the ab initio and classical calculation. The
dipoles in the classical calculation are induced by interactions
with all other melt ions, as represented in VMM, and with the
charges of the electrode atoms (i.e. they include the effects
of all image–charge interactions with the electrodes) for the
first set of data (blue line). The representation of the ab
initio dipoles by the classical calculations is uniformly good
for the x and y components and for most of the z components
(perpendicular to the surface) except for a small number of ions
which are close to the electrode surfaces; these correspond to

the peaked points on figure 2. We attribute these discrepancies
to a short-range interaction between the electrode and melt ions
which we will model by parametrizing a suitable form for the
function Fsr in equation (5).

Fsr behaves like an electric field which distorts the charge
cloud of a melt ion due to overlap-mediated interactions
with the electrode atoms. It might be expected to increase
sharply with decreasing distance between them but, after some
experimentation, we have chosen to represent it with the
function

Fsr(ri j) = r̂i j Ae−α(ri j −d)2
, (6)

where r̂i j is a unit vector. Fsr(ri j ) is therefore directed along
the interatomic separation and increases with decreasing ri j

for ri j > d: as we shall see, d will be chosen to be smaller
than the closest distance of approach allowed by the repulsive
interactions between the ions and the electrode surface so
that the non-intuitive decrease of Fsr(ri j ) for ri j < d is
never relevant. The reason for not choosing a monotonically
increasing function of decreasing ri j is that we found that such
a representation led to instabilities in our simulations.

Values for A, α, and d were obtained by minimizing the
objective function

OP({χP}) =
Nconfig∑

C=1

Nanion∑

i=1

|µC,ai
i − µC

i ({χP})|2
Nanion Nconfig|µC,ai

i |2 (7)

by varying the set of parameters {χP} (i.e. A, α, and d). The
index i runs over all the polarizable anions and the index C
labels the ionic configuration on which ab initio and classical
values are compared. µC

i {χP} is the dipole calculated (with
self-consistent charges and dipoles) from the model for ion i
in configuration C with the parameter set {χP}, and µ

C,ai
i is

the corresponding ab initio value. For a single configuration
of the system with 64 LiCl molecules, the sum over i and
the components of the dipoles involves 192 terms; in practice
the dipole and force-matching processes described within
this section were carried out iteratively with the potential
refined from the first set of ab initio calculations to generate
10 further configurations. The final optimization therefore
involved 2112 terms in the sums of equation (7). A simplex
procedure [26] is used to minimize the objective function.
After this optimization process, the discrepancies between the
ab initio and classical dipoles have been substantially reduced,
as illustrated in figure 2, where the set of data obtained with the
modified potential appear in red.

2.2. Representation of the ion–electrode short-range
interactions

The remaining parts of the interaction between the electrode
and melt atoms, in the absence of charge-transfer, consist of a
repulsion due to the overlap of the ionic electron density with
the valence electrons of the metal and an attractive dispersion
term. We chose to model these effects with a simple pair
potential of the same form as used to represent the ion–ion
terms, i.e.

V SR
EM =

∑

i=1,N

∑

j=1,M

(
Be−βri j − C6 f6(ri j)

r 6
i j

− C8 f8(ri j)

r 8
i j

)
. (8)

4
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Table 1. The fitted parameters for the Born–Mayer pair potential. All values are in atomic units. (Note: A = 1.221 34 × 10−2;
α = 3.338 53 × 10−1; d = 3.688 18).

Interaction β B C6 C8 f 6 f 8

Cl–Cl 1.591 65 1.151 44 × 102 1.448 98 × 102 1.000 13 × 102 1.683 48 1.646 84
Cl–Li 1.916 89 5.477 17 × 101 9.853 40 × 10−4 8.363 47 × 10−4 1.492 21 9.245 43
Cl–wall 2.783 05 2.954 20 × 104 2.261 10 × 102 7.795 63 × 102 2.484 66 2.500 97
Li–Li 5.854 31 4.745 50 × 101 1.010 10 × 10−3 1.006 90 × 10−3 6.437 58 1.705 98
Li wall 3.324 41 7.287 49 × 104 4.200 76 × 10−1 3.407 48 9.691 27 7.116 26
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Figure 3. The difference between the forces on the chlorine atoms
and those obtained from the ab initio calculations is indicated for all
three x , y, and z coordinates from one of the configurations of the
training set. Blue (dark) line: no short-range term included in V , red
(light) line: short-range term V SR

EM included in V .

In practice other forms, such as a Morse potential, could also
have been used. The f6 and f8 functions are Tang–Toennies
damping functions which contain a single parameter—the
(inverse) range at which the asymptotic forms of the dispersion
terms are suppressed.

We illustrate the significance of these terms in the same
fashion as above. Figure 3 shows the difference between the
ab initio forces on the ions and those predicted by a classical
calculation on the same configuration when the V SR

EM terms
are omitted or not from the classical calculation (only one
configuration is given here for reasons of clarity, but equivalent
results were obtained for the other configurations). In the
first case, corresponding to the blue line on the figure, the
ions are then experiencing just the ion–ion interactions as
described by the previously fitted interaction potential [12],
and all the polarization effects arising from the interaction
between their charges and dipoles and the electrode atoms.
It can be seen that there are several ions lying close to the
electrode surface, indicated by asterisks, where there is a large
discrepancy between two sets of forces. We therefore perform
a force-matching process for which the objective function is

OF({χ}) =
Nmelt∑

i=1

Nconfig∑

C=1

|FC,ai
i − FC

i ({χ})|2
Nmelt Nconfig|FC,ai

i |2 (9)

which is a function of the set {χ} of short-range melt–wall
potential parameters in equation (8). FC,ai

i denotes the force

on ion i in the ab initio calculation on configuration C ,
and FC

i ({χ}) is predicted from the classical calculation with
parameters {χ} for the same configuration. After minimization
of this function, the agreement of ab initio and classical forces
is improved as illustrated from the red line on figure 3, so that
the discrepancy for ions close to the electrode surface is similar
to that for ions which are remote from it; the latter arise from
imperfections in the bulk ion–ion potential.

The final optimization involved 4224 terms in the sums in
equation (9). The final value of OP was 0.0507, which indicates
an excellent representation of the dipoles, and for OF = 0.141
which is slightly worse than is obtained for the fit to bulk LiCl
with the bulk potential used here. The final sets of parameters
are given in table 1.

3. Interfacial structure in the Al/LiCl system

3.1. Molecular dynamics simulations

Several classical simulations of the Al electrode–LiCl melt
simulation have been made for differing values of the applied
electrode potential difference in order to examine the potential
dependence of the melt structure at the interface. The
simulations were carried out on considerably larger systems
than those prepared for input to the ab initio calculations.
The melt region included 500 Li+ and 500 Cl− ions and the
electrodes included 432 fixed Al atoms arranged, as before, in
an fcc structure with the (100) surface exposed to the melt.
The dimensions of the cell were 24.297 Å in the x and y
directions, and 49.8345 Å between the innermost layer of
electrode atoms along z. The x and y distances were chosen to
match a number of 6 fcc Al unit cells and the simulations were
initiated by taking a melt configuration from a bulk liquid LiCl
simulation in which the cell dimensions had been matched to
these values. The simulation was then run for 100 ps to allow
for equilibration and this was followed by 75 ps of production
runs. The simulations with different applied potentials were
initiated in sequence and an equilibration period of 60 ps
was allowed before collecting statistics. The applied potential
differences |�+ −�−| investigated were 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0,
1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 V.

3.2. Ion density profiles

Figure 4 shows the profiles of the density of Li+ and Cl− ions
across the simulation cell for various values of the applied
potential. As viewed, a positive potential (�+) is applied to
the left-hand electrode (the anode) and an equal and opposite
negative potential to the right-hand electrode, so that the total

5
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Figure 4. Ionic density profiles across the simulation cell for different values of the applied potential difference. The electrode set at a positive
potential (�+) is located at the left end of the simulation cell. ρ0 is the bulk melt density.

potential drop across the ‘cell’ (v.i.) is twice �+. For
�+ = 0, a layer of weakly bound ions forms at the electrode
surfaces and both species are seen, from the depth of the
minimum separating this layer from the remaining fluid, to be
in reasonably fast exchange with ions in the bulk. Beyond the
first layer there is a weak tendency for the anion and cation
densities to oscillate out of phase. Note that ionic densities do
not exhibit an electrical double-layer in the conventional sense.
The features observed here are much more complex, due to the
strong interactions between differently charged ions. This has
already been observed in various computational studies of the
interfacial properties of ionic liquids [1–3, 5, 6].

As the applied potential is increased, different behaviours
are observed for the interfacial structure at the two electrodes.
At the anode, the Cl− ions are very strongly adsorbed
and they drag the Li+ ions with them; the depth of the
minimum in the density profile increases, suggesting that
exchange with the bulk is slowed markedly. The application
of the potential increases the amplitude of the out-of-phase

oscillations in the densities of the two species. The cathode
behaves differently; here the Li+ ions remain in a relatively
loosely held surface layer but the Cl− ions are pushed out
towards the bulk, creating a strongly polarized but apparently
more fluid adsorbed film. In previous work on KCl [1],
where the two ions were of very similar size and were not
polarizable, the polarization of the two interfaces was much
more symmetrical. In their study of a room temperature
ionic liquid (RTIL) confined between two electrified walls,
Pinilla et al also observed differences between positively and
negatively charged walls [2]. In that case, the system consisted
in dimethylimidazolium cations, which are molecular species
and therefore have some orientational degrees of freedom,
and chloride anions (for which polarization effects were
neglected). On the negatively charged electrode, both species
were adsorbed at the interface in the same layer, while for the
positively charged electrode, the increase of the surface charge
led to a closer approach of Cl− ions only, inducing some kind
of segregation. This is the opposite to what we report here;

6
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Figure 5. Electrostatic potential profile across the simulation cell. As
a convention we take �+ = −�− = 1

2 |�+ − �−|.

in LiCl the anion is the larger ion and also is the one which
is polarizable and interacts most strongly with the electrode
surface. The distinct behaviour observed between the two
electrodes therefore reflects the important differences in size
and polarizabilities of the two ionic species in the melt.

3.3. Electrostatic potential profile

The electrostatic potential across the simulation cell �(z)
includes two contributions:

�(z) = �q(z) + �µ(z), (10)

where the first term originates from the ionic and metallic
charge distribution:

�q(z) = �q(z0) − 1

ε0

∫ z

z0

dz′
∫ z′

−∞
dz′′ ρq(z

′′), (11)

and the second term is the contribution from the induced
dipoles:

�µ(z) = �µ(z0) + 1

ε0

∫ z

z0

dz′ ρµ(z ′). (12)

The profiles obtained by taking z0 to be a reference point
inside the left-hand electrode, where �q(z0 < 0) = �+ and
�µ(z0 < 0) = 0.0 V, are displayed on figure 5. In the centre
of the cell the potential is constant, due to the screening of the
charges of the electrodes by the (ionically conducting) melt.
Very strong oscillations are obtained near the interfaces; those
are mainly due to the out-of-phase oscillations of the densities
of oppositely charged ions. A layer of 5–13 Å is necessary to
screen completely the electrode potential and reach an in-bulk
�bulk value for the potential. Three régimes are observed for
�bulk. For some null or very weak applied potentials, the same
value of ≈1.75 V is obtained. Then, for �+ − �− > 0.5 V,
a progressive shift of this potential appears, until a new almost
constant value of �bulk ≈ 2.16 V is obtained for �+ − �− >

3.0 V.
Each metal/melt interface can be viewed as a parallel plate

capacitor, with a potential drop between the two plates given
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Figure 6. Graphical explanation of the notation introduced in the text
for an applied potential |�+ − �−| of 1.0 V. The potential reaches a
value of �bulk = 2.0 V in the bulk liquid. Two metal/molten salt
interfaces are then defined: at the left-hand electrode the potential
difference 	�1 = �+ − �bulk is −1.5 V, while on the right-hand
side 	�2 = �− − �bulk equals −2.5 V.
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Figure 7. Variation of the surface charge with the potential drop
across the interface 	� = �± − �bulk.

by 	� = �± − �bulk and an accumulated charge on a
given plate equal to the sum of all the charges carried by the
metallic electrode atoms (the various notations introduced are
summarized in figure 6). The variation of the surface charge
σ with 	� is given in figure 7, with two points for each
simulation because of the existence of two distinct interfaces.
The value of 	� has some imprecision due to the oscillations
in �bulk on figure 5, this is about the size of the points on the
graphic.

The first quantity that can be evaluated from this plot
is the potential of zero charge (PZC), 	�PZC = −1.76 V.
This seems like a large value compared to experimentally
measured quantities, however one must remember that the
experimental quantity is always measured with respect to a
reference electrode, whereas we are dealing with absolute
potentials. In our calculations the potential drops very rapidly
across the region between the surface layer of electrode atoms,

7
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Figure 8. Snapshots of the adsorbed layer on the metal surface. From top to bottom, �− = −2.5 V, �+ = 0.0 V and �+ = 2.5 V. Green
(light): Cl− ions, blue (dark): Li+ ions, grey: Al atoms.

where the electrode charges are located, and the first layer
of melt ions. In a real metallic surface, the valence electron
density of the metal would extend out into this region and
contribute to a partial screening of the electrode charges, giving
a different character to the potential across this gap [27]. If we
were to use a reference electrode (with similar characteristics
to the electrodes of our simulation model), this limitation of
our representation of the metallic surface would not be evident
in the PZC value.

Secondly, we may obtain values for the differential
capacitance

Cdiff = ∂σ

∂	�
(13)

which can be extracted by differentiation of the surface charge
with respect to the potential difference across the interface, as
shown in figure 7. Three patterns can be distinguished: on
the two outer parts of the curve, almost constant differential
capacitances of 10.406 and 10.248 μF cm−2 are obtained.
The most negative of the potential differences occur at the
right-hand electrode, where the corresponding ion density

profiles are shown in the right-hand side of figure 4. Between
the two regions of constant slope in the σ versus 	�

figure, at potential differences slightly less negative than the
PZC, a sudden increase of the surface charge with 	� is
observed. This corresponds to a maximum for the differential
capacitance.

3.4. Structure of the adsorbed layer

The steep rise in the surface charge density (and the
corresponding peak in the differential capacitance) is caused
by a change in the structure of the adsorbed layer of ions at
the anode (left-hand electrode) as the potential applied to the
electrode is increased. Referring to the ion density profiles in
figure 4, it occurs for applied potentials between �+ = 0.5 V
and 1.5 V in the panels on the left-hand side of the figure.
Some typical snapshots of the adsorbed layer for different
potential drops are given on figure 8. The first two snapshots
correspond to potential drops before and exactly at the PZC.
In both cases, the arrangements of the ions are disordered. In
the final snapshot, which corresponds to a potential drop less

8
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Figure 9. In-plane Cl−–Cl− structure factor for various potential drops across the metal/molten salt interface. Black: adsorbed layer, red:
liquid slice between the adsorbed layer on each electrode.

negative than the PZC, a significant ordering of both ions is
observed with the ions appearing to be bound to the hollow
sites of the aluminium surface.

In order to assign a potential to the transition between the
disordered and ordered states of the adsorbed layer we have
computed the in-plane partial structure factors for different
applied potentials. The Cl−–Cl− partial structure factors for
atoms in the adsorbed layer and in the adjacent layer of liquid
for wavevectors in the plane of the surface are shown in
figure 9. A structural transition in the adsorbed layer is clearly
observed: for 	� values more negative than −1.66 V only
weak features are seen in the structure factor whereas for 	�

values higher than −1.64 V, two sharp and very intense Bragg
peaks are observed, which correspond to the k = 2π

a (1, 0) and
2π
a (1, 1) scattering vectors, where a is the lattice parameter of

the aluminium metal (a = 4.0495 Å). This abrupt change in
the interfacial structure is therefore responsible for the sharp
increase in the surface charge density and the maximum we
observe in the differential capacitance just after the PZC. A
similar potential-induced structural transition in the adsorbed

layer of an ionic liquid was observed by Freyland et al using
in situ STM [28, 29]. The structure factors for the layers
of liquid adjacent to the adsorbed layer are more liquid-like,
though they do exhibit small peaks at the positions of the Bragg
peaks, showing that the lateral ordering effect imposed by the
atomic structure in the Al surface does propagate out into the
liquid. (Recall, however, that the surface atoms are fixed in our
simulations, so that the effect may be more exaggerated than in
a physical system.)

Away from the sharp rise close to the PZC, the surface
charge density increases linearly with 	� , indicating that the
differential capacitance is independent of the applied potential
(figure 7) in these regions of applied potential. The fact that
the interfacial capacitance is potential-independent in these
regions deserves further comment, as mean-field treatments
of the capacitance of the double-layer in electrolyte solutions
suggest that it should vary with the square-root of the potential
drop across the interface [4]. A constant capacitance is
the behaviour expected for a dielectric and it is tempting to
suggest that we see this behaviour because of the electronic

9
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polarization of the Cl− ions close to the electrode surface
(which is not accounted for in the mean-field treatments, nor
in any previous simulation study [4–6]). It is certainly true
that the induced dipoles make a substantial contribution to the
interfacial potential drop, however, as figure 4 shows there
is also a substantial reorganization of the ionic positions as
the applied potential is varied. We will investigate this point
further in future work. The fact that the slopes for high
and low potential drop are almost equal we believe to be an
accidental feature of this particular system as the interfacial
structures across which the capacitance is being measured
are very different and there is no physical reason why they
should polarize at the same rate. The way that the change
in potential influences the ion density profiles is shown in
figure 4. The most negative 	� values correspond to the
negatively charged electrode surface which corresponds to
the density profiles appearing in the right side of the figure,
where the polarization of this interface is associated with the
anions being progressively pushed away from the surface as
the applied potential is increased. 	� values less negative
than the PZC are associated with the ordered layer at the left-
hand electrode where the relative displacement of the density
profiles of cations and anions is less marked.

4. Summary

We have demonstrated the feasibility of parametrizing
potentials to describe the interactions of ions with metallic
walls directly from planewave DFT electronic structure
calculations by an extended ‘force-matching’ procedure. The
ability of a DFT description of this type to represent
molecule–metal interactions was recently tested [20]. A well-
known shortcoming of simple generalized gradient functionals
is an underestimate of the dispersion (van der Waals)
interactions [30] which might lead to an underestimate of
the strength of the attractive interactions between the Cl−

ions and the metal surface. We note that more advanced
functionals which include the dispersion interactions are under
development [31] which we will use in future work. The
interaction potential includes the polarization of the ions by
interionic interactions and by the interfacial potential and the
polarization of the metal by the interactions with the charges
and induced dipoles of the ions in the interfacial region;
such effects have not been incorporated in previous simulation
studies of ionic liquids at interfaces. We used the potentials
to conduct simulations of the LiCl/Al system, in which the
positions of the Al atoms were held fixed, at various values
of the applied electrical potential. The interfacial structure
was strongly affected by the applied potential and we observed
a potential-induced phase transition in the first layer of ions
adsorbed on the surface. This was associated with a peak in the
interfacial capacitance of a type very similar, though sharper, to
that seen in experimental studies of RTILs [32]. At potentials
away from the phase transition the capacitance was found to
be independent of the applied potential, a finding which will
be the subject of further work.
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